WARNING
Do not allow children or pets to climb or insert limbs/body parts through bars.
Do not leave children or pets unattended around or near the product.
Clear all fingers and foreign objects before operating.
This product will not necessarily prevent all accidents.
Read all operating and installation materials before use.

INSTALLATION WARNINGS:
Do not install HIDEAGATE unless you are a professional homebuilder or subcontractor approved installation of
this specific product. Non-professional installation can lead to serious injury or death.
Exercise care when unpacking and assembling HIDEAGATE, including but not limited to using safety equipment
such as safety goggles, gloves, and other protection necessary. Care should be taken when removing the product
from the packing materials to avoid scratches, dents or other damage.
Do not install HIDEAGATE using power tools or other electric or motorized equipment unless well-versed in
that equipment.
Follow manufacturer instructions closely to prevent serious injury or death.
Ensure that all bolting, screwing, and any other means of attaching HIDEAGATE to the frame is secure. If you
have any questions whatsoever contact the manufacturer directly.
Only use original parts. Any substitute parts may result in improper installation and lead to serious injury or death.
If installing HIDEAGATE on a staircase, HIDEAGATE must be installed on the landing above the top stair-step
or the landing below the bottom stair-step.
Do not install HIDEAGATE near open flames, furnaces, ovens, stoves, or any other heat source.
Do not install HIDEAGATE in a window frame or in the doorway of any emergency exit.

USE WARNINGS:
HIDEAGATE is intended for use with small pets that do not jump on or otherwise lien against the product. Do
not use HIDEAGATE exclusively as a means for preventing children of any age into a room or area of a home or
business; it is not intended for this purpose.
HIDEAGATE does not prevent all accidents relating to pets and children, nor is HIDEAGATE intended to
prevent all accidents relating to pets and children.
Never leave children or pets of any age or ability unattended near the product.
Always use the locking mechanism to ensure that HIDEAGATE is properly secured. Always close and lock the
gate behind you. Do not leave HIDEAGATE unsecured or in any half-deployed position. Always ensure that
HIDEAGATE is either fully extended and locked or hidden and secured.
If HIDEAGATE becomes damaged at any point, cease use immediately any contact an approved installer or
manufacturer.
STRANGULATION HAZARD: Pets and children who force themselves between the bars of HIDEAGATE are
at substantial risk for strangulation, serious injury, and death. Do not use HIDEAGATE with children and pets

capable of placing their head or full body between the bars. Additionally, do not allow children or pets to
place limbs through the bars.
CHOKING HAZARD: The packing material and component parts may cause a choking hazard and should be
carefully opened and discarded during the unpacking and assembly of the product. Packing material and extra
parts should be discarded immediately and appropriately.
NO CLIMBING: HIDEAGATE is not nor is it intended to be used as a toy. Children and pets should not climb,
swing, jump from, jump over, or otherwise play with HIDEAGATE.
Remove all limbs and digits, including but not limited to fingers and toes, from the free space between the wall
and gate, prior to closing. Failure to comply with this instruction may result in serious injury.
Do not place undue weight on HIDEAGATE by leaning on, pushing, or running into HIDEAGATE. Any damage
to either HIDEAGATE or the attaching wall as a result of leaning on, pushing, or running into HIDEAGATE is
the sole responsibility of the user, not the manufacturer.
By using HIDEAGATE, user expressly represents that they have read all associated warnings and labels.
Furthermore, user warrants that they will use HIDEAGATE for its intended purpose and no other, and
otherwise use HIDEAGATE in a manner befitting of a reasonably prudent person.

DISCLAIMER:
Any and all non-compliance with the instructions and warnings contained in this booklet voids the enclosed one
(1) year Limited Warranty, and further invalidates any and all claims and causes of action against the
manufacturer. Any claims or causes of action against the manufacturer, arising out of, without limitation, the
assembly, installation, use, misuse, excessive use, improper care, or alterations of HIDEAGATE are hereby
disclaimed.
Any alteration or removal of the serial number voids the one (1) year Limited Warranty and invalidates all claims
or causes of action against the manufacturer.
Any and all damage to personal property as a result of installing HIDEAGATE is the sole responsibility of the
installer and the user, and not the manufacturer.
Product and design are trademarks of Hideagate, LLC. HIDEAGATE is a registered trademark of Hideagate,
LLC.
PATENT PENDING

Read all instructions and warnings thoroughly and completely prior to installing a HIDEAGATE. Videos
depicting installation are available online at www.hideagate.com. Review all videos prior to installation.
Upon receipt of your HIDEAGATE, inspect all parts for damage. If any damage is present, do not install
the HIDEAGATE and contact the manufacturer immediately. Do not return the product to the third-party
seller.
If any parts of the HIDEAGATE are damaged upon receipt, please contact HIDEAGATE, LLC at 1-234PET-GATE (1-234-738-4283) to send a warranty request pursuant to the Limited Warranty.

Instructions for a 30” or 36” HIDEAGATE on a 2 x 6 wall
TOOLS REQUIRED:
LEVEL
IMPACT OR SOCKET WRENCH
CORRECT SIZE BIT
1. Ensure studs are straight.
2. Remove stopper from the 3 foot position and place in the 2 foot, 8 inches position.
3. Insert C channel of unit between 2x4 studs.
- The bottom of the C channel should rest on the 2x6 bottom plate.
- The short flanges will align the 2x4s and keep air space free.
4. Mark 8 drill holes with a pencil.
5. Remove C channel.
6. Pre-drill the holes.
7. A flat black or flat white paint is recommended on the inside of the 2x4 and verticals 2x6 studs in order
to avoid the cavity being noticeable when finished. Paint is not included.
8. After the paint dries, place C channel into place and check leveling.
9. Secure C channel with 8 lag bolts (included).
10. Ensure HIDEAGATE is working properly by moving the gate back and forth.
11. Place a black painted 30” length 2x6 above the C channel, spanning the width of the 2x4s and air space,
minimizing cavity visibility.
12. Secure with wood screws (not included).
13. Vertical post on HIDEAGATE has an adjustable rubber stopper at the bottom.
- This is to adjust HIDEAGATES’ height, depending on the finish flooring material.
14. Cover HIDEAGATE to protect it while construction is being completed
- If framing is off, you may need to shim the back of the fate, using washers and the bolts to
shim (not included).
15. The counterbalance weight will keep the gate in the upright position. To lock the gate (from being
extended) please attach/screw the provided locking latchplate to either drywall or trim (after paint is
complete). The latchplate has an open hook that should face out. This will enable the latchplate to turn
270 degrees to another screw which will lock the gate into the wall.

Instructions for a 30” or 36” HIDEAGATE on a 2 x 4 wall
TOOLS REQUIRED:
HAMMER
DRILL
LEVEL
TAPE MEASURE
SHIMS
CONCRETE BOLTS/ CONCRETE ANCHORS
1. FRAME THE ROUGH OPENING- THE FRAME THAT HOLDS HIDEAGATE is 30”wide X 80” tall
NOTE: 3’0” gate the rough opening should be (36” gate + 30” frame+ 2.5” extra space) 68.5” R/O
NOTE: 2’8” gate- rough opening= (30” gate + 30” frame + 2.5” extra) 62.5” rough opening
***If you are setting a door/ pocket door beside your HIDEAGATE, you will have to fur wall out for 36”
gate as frame is smaller than 36”***
2. Liquid nail the bottom plate to the sub floor or slab then nail the back of the HIDEAGATE frame to the
existing framing of the home, just as a pocket door frame would be installed. Make sure the the face of
HIDEAGATE frame is completely plumb. After rear of frame is nailed to framing secure the bottom plate
to the slab or sub floor with (for slab) concrete nails, red head concrete anchor’s or concrete nail gun. For
taller doors/openings additional framing to be furred down to the top of HIDEAGATE’s frame
***If finished floor is going to be nail down hardwoods (1.5”) we recommend adding another bottom
plate*** After the gate is installed, pull down the gate to make sure it is extending and centered with
opposing wall. If not, loosen, correct as needed and re-attach.
3. COVER THE GATE! As this is installed prior to drywall, it is the responsibility of the contractor to cover
and keep covered the opening of the gate to keep dust, dirt, paint, etc off of the gate.
4. Trim out - Although drywall can be applied to the face as a finished product we recommend that the trim
carpenter make this a cased opening for the best possible look. Be careful not to get paint on the gate.
5. The lead vertical post has an all-thread bolt with a rubber stopper. This can be adjusted accordingly once
the final floor is set to make the gate level. In the channel of the gate frame is another all-thread bolt with
rubber stopper. This can spun in or out to allow how much gate is seen from the trimmed out area.
6. The counterbalance weight will keep the gate in the upright position. To lock the gate (from being extended)
please attach/screw the provided locking latchplate to either drywall or trim (after paint is complete). The
latchplate has an open hook that should face out. This will enable the latchplate to turn 270 degrees to
another screw which will lock the gate into the wall.

